Welcome to the new University at Buffalo digital Institutional Repository. The Repository collects, preserves, and distributes UB's research and scholarship. This Institutional Repository is a group of collections of full-text articles, full-text reports, audio mp3 files, images, and video clips produced by UB researchers and students. Other types and formats of digital scholarship will be added as they become available. UB faculty and staff interested in contributing a collection or an item should contact us at library@buffalo.edu.
Communities in the UB Institutional Repository

Select a community to browse its collections.

1. UB Libraries
   - Buffalo Jazz Report [public]
   - Just Buffalo [private]
   - Lejaren Hiller Collection of Audio Tape Recordings, acoustic works [private]
   - Research Data: Management, Access and Control [Symposium] [public]
   - Rossberg Jazz Singers [private]
   - Rossberg Sound of Swing Part I [private]
   - Rossberg Sound of Swing Part II [private]
   - SUNYport Project Documents [private]
   - SUNYport Test System Backups [private]
   - Stee Lecture Recitals Recordings, 1957-1975 [private]
   - UB Libraries e-book Digitization Program [public]
   - UB Libraries' Scholarly Communication Committee
   - UB Music Library Digital Assets [private]
   - UB Music Library Digital Audio Files [private]
   - UB Music Library e-Texts [public]
   - UB Special Collections: Archival Aspects [public]
Alberti Center for Bullying Abuse Prevention (public)
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ALBERTI CENTER FOR BULLYING ABUSE PREVENTION

The Alberti Center for Bullying Abuse Prevention will reduce bullying abuse in schools and in the community by contributing knowledge and providing evidence-based tools to effectively change the language, attitudes, and behaviors of educators, parents, students, and society.

Connect with the Alberti Center

Alberti Center for bullying abuse prevention
Graduate School of Education | University at Buffalo
255 Ednie Hall | Buffalo, NY 14260-1000
(716) 645-1552 | email: alberti@ub.edu

Recent Submissions

- School Wide Guide to Bullying Prevention Program
  Alberti Center for Bullying Abuse Prevention (2015-12-04)
Item submission

Initial Questions

Multiple titles:
The item has more than one title, e.g. a translated title

Multiple titles

Published:
The item has been published or publicly distributed before

Published
Distribution License

There is a two step process. In order for the UB Institutional Repository to reproduce, translate and distribute your submission worldwide, you must agree to the following terms:

1. Grant the License by selecting "Grant the License" and then clicking "Complete Submission".
2. NON EXCLUSIVE DISTRIBUTION LICENSE

By signing and returning this license, you, the author(s) or copyright owner(s), grant to SUNY at Buffalo the non-exclusive right to reproduce, translate (as authorized), prepare derivative works of your submission (including, but not limited to audio or video), and distribute the submission to any medium or format for the purpose of preservation.

You agree that SUNY at Buffalo may, without changing the content, translate the submission to any medium or format for the purpose of preservation.

You also agree that buffalo.edu may keep more than one copy of this submission for purposes of security, back-up, and future needs.

You represent that the submission is your original work, and that you have the right to grant the rights contained in this license. You also represent that your submission does not, to the best of your knowledge, infringe upon any copyright.

If the submission contains material which you do not own copyright, you represent that you have obtained the necessary prior permission of the copyright owner(s) to grant any rights required by this license, and that each such party's rights are clearly and authentically acknowledged with the text or content of the submission.

This submission is made upon work that has been sponsored or supported by the U.S. government or other organization. Therefore, you represent that you are permitted to license the submission under the terms of this license, and that the U.S. government or other organization has relinquished any rights to such work.

If you have any questions regarding this license, please contact the system administrators.